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i. The metabolic churning: spent oolong tea leaves seep in the muck
of decaying cardboard, dripped gasoline, apple core, stretched
polyethylene. Collected waste water coalesces a homogenous swirl
of liquids: used frying oil, expired skin serum, traces of effervescent
drinks. An admixture of damp cigarette stubs swims in this pool of
collective brine. The loading platform lifts. Crushed glass, pierced
vinyl. Contents exceed their limits. Secretions propagate until the haul
is released. Agitated steel thickens.

ii. Dermal core thick with oxidative metal, clinging bubble wrap tightens
on your bodily enclosure approaching obstruction. A haunting of
straddled steel adheres with obstinance, your skin chemistry speaking
the vestiges of touch back to you with sharp responsiveness. Your
skin animates its invisible odor, your pores expressing reek like
galvanized citrus. Fingertips at the nostril until you touch again.
Residual gritting. Bound. Vibratory.

iii. A humid breath lets in billowing smoke into the lungs. They expand in
the choreography of gaseous exchange, composing a pulmonary air of
ambient steam, inhaled gunpowder, smoldering resin. Internal smoke
swirls with atmospheric pollutants. The sidewalk swells with acid rain,
releasing its juices. Pigeons gather to drink it. The tar city enters
the gut. Bitumen petrichor and septic debris infiltrating streets,
membranes, cells. Excreting itself into you.

– agustine zegers
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Peggy Chiang
Toss in the asphalt, 2023
Motor oil, grease, and dust on rusted and painted steel, aluminum, 
wood, rubber, grommets, lenses, hardware, transducers and stereo 
audio. Shown with fall leaves, cigarettes and incense
88 x 80 x 37 inches
223.52 x 203.2 x 93.98 cm
Audio, 40:32 minutes

Sound by: lexi welch
Coco Klockner
Allen Moore
Jazzy Romero
arí garcía






















